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ABSTRACT: Janus nanoparticles (JPs), which are anisotropic
nanoparticles with multiple constituting parts, have been
recognized as superior compatibilizers for polymer-blend-based
nanocomposites. However, so far, most studies focused on the
effects of symmetric JPs on the phase separation dynamics of
polymer blends, while the roles of asymmetric JPs during phase
separation remain unclear. In this work, the phase separation
dynamics of symmetric blends compatibilized by JPs with various
compositions was studied by using dissipative particle dynamics
(DPD) simulations. It was found that the blends compatibilized by
asymmetric JPs tend to undergo morphological transitions from
bicontinuous networks to droplets-in-matrix structures at the late
stage of phase separation, which is due to the influence of asymmetric JPs on the energetically favored curvature of the interfaces
between polymer domains. Such a mechanism is absent for symmetric JPs and other compatibilizers (e.g., triblock copolymers and
homogeneous particles) because they lack the unique combination of chemical asymmetry with the particulate nature like the
asymmetric JPs. Moreover, it was observed that the asymmetric JPs can stably localize at the interfaces and act as efficient
compatibilizers only when the fraction of the minor constituent part exceeds a critical value. These findings not only shed light upon
the roles of asymmetric JPs as compatibilizers but also indicate a promising strategy for designing polymer-blend-based
nanocomposites with tailor-made structures.

1. INTRODUCTION
Polymer blends, which are mixtures of at least two polymeric
components,1 have found applications in a lot of fields such as
high-performance plastics,2 organic photovoltaics,3,4 battery
electrolytes,5,6 membranes,7,8 supercapacitors,9,10 automobile
coatings,11,12 adhesives,13,14 etc. In many cases, the properties
(e.g., mechanical,2,15 dielectric,16,17 and barrier18 properties) of
the blends are closely related with the morphologies of
respective phases,19 and compatibilizers like homogeneous
nanoparticles and copolymers (block, graft, random, etc.) are
usually incorporated to stabilize the blend morphologies
during phase separation so that materials with controllable
structures and optimized performance can be obtained.20

Recently, Janus nanoparticles (JPs), which are anisotropic
nanoparticles with at least two constituent parts,21 have been
recognized as superior compatibilizers in comparison to
traditional ones because their unique combination of
anisotropy with the Pickering effect endows them with a
strong affinity to the polymer domain interfaces.22−24 By this
means, the drawbacks of traditional compatibilizers such as
detachment from interfaces and formation of micelles can be
effectively avoided.25,26 Currently, JPs have been utilized to
compatibilize not only model systems for scientific studies but
also blend materials of technological relevance,17,27,28 which
demonstrates their versatility for practical purposes.

In addition to their interfacial activity, another important
character of JPs is that the shapes and sizes of their constituent
parts can be respectively changed,29 which enables researchers
to design and synthesize asymmetric JPs with diverse
structures by a manifold of symmetry-breaking strategies
such as self-assembly of block copolymers,30 phase separation/
inversion in confined space,31 microfluidics,32 and anisotropic
growth of chemically different species.33 Currently, such
asymmetric JPs have received considerable interest from
scholars working on multifunctional nanoplatforms,34−36 and
their applications regarding the compatibilization of polymer
blends are also attracting increasing attention. Thus far, most
of the existing studies in this field have been concerned with
the snowman-like JPs with two unequally sized lobes,37−40

which not only help to reduce the interfacial tension between
polymer domains like symmetric JPs but also uniquely
influence the morphologies of polymer blends.40 For example,
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You et al. studied the morphologies of poly(lactic acid)/
polycarbonate (PLA/PC) blends compatibilized by the
asymmetric snowman-like JPs with a smaller SiO2 lobe and a
larger polystyrene (PS) lobe after the mixing and extrusion
processes.40 The PS lobe can selectively localize in the PC
phase, which facilitates PC to form continuous networks even
at low weight fractions. By this means, PLA/PC blends
showing the bicontinuous morphologies can be easily
prepared.
From the experiment work stated above, we learned that the

composition of asymmetric JPs critically affects the con-
nectivity of the dispersed phase in the JP-compatibilized
blends, which implies a promising tool for the preparation of
polymer blends with tailor-made morphologies. However,
there is a large space of parameters (e.g., interactions between
the structural units of polymers, volume fractions of respective
components, and the composition of compatibilizers) for
controlling the morphologies of compatibilized blends. There-
fore, it may take a vast amount of experimental efforts to
elucidate the effects of various parameters systematically.41−44

In addition, elaboration of the underlying mechanisms is
limited by the difficulties in characterization, which hinders the
optimization of the structures of asymmetric JP-based
compatibilizers. In comparison to experiments, theoretical
simulations provide a useful tool for systematically illuminating
the mechanisms governing the phase behavior of polymer
blends.45,46 Currently, a series of simulation methods have
been adopted to study the phase separation dynamics of
polymer blends, such as molecular dynamics (MD),47 Monte
Carlo (MC),48 single-chain-in-mean-field (SCMF) theory,49

and numerical methods based on the H-model.50 Among these
methods, dissipative particle dynamics (DPD), a coarse-
graining method based on molecular dynamics (MD),51 has
attracted increasing attention because it offers much larger
time and length scales in comparison to traditional MD-based
methods.52−55 For example, Yong et al. combined DPD
simulations with machine learning to explore the phase
behavior of bicomponent hydrogels compatibilized by JPs.54

Morphology transitions from homogeneous mixtures to phase-
separated structures as the radius of JPs increases or the
concentration of JPs decreases were identified. Guo et al. used
DPD simulations to investigate the influence of Janus
nanospheres on the domain growth of polymer blends at the
late stage of phase separation. They found that the domain
growth at the late stage obeys an exponential law, and the
growth rate drops with time due to the reduction of interfacial
tension.52,56 However, most of those reports focused on
symmetric JPs, while much less attention has been paid to the
mechanisms governing the behavior of asymmetric JPs as
compatibilizers. Understanding such mechanisms can be of
critical importance for the design and preparation of novel
materials. To this point, DPD simulations may offer a useful
tool to exploit the influence of asymmetric JPs on the
morphology evolution of polymer blends during phase
separation, as well as to elucidate the underlying mechanisms.
In this work, the phase separation dynamics of the polymer

blends compatibilized by asymmetric JPs was studied by using
DPD simulations. Specifically, we used the symmetric blends
with equal amounts of unlike polymers as an example to
illustrate the morphology evolution of blends during phase
separation. The influence of asymmetric JPs with various
compositions on the morphology evolution was observed, and
the underlying mechanisms were analyzed based on the

interfacial energy of JPs. Moreover, the compatibilization
efficiency of asymmetric JPs was characterized. It was found
that the asymmetric JPs uniquely induce the symmetric blends
to undergo morphology transitions from bicontinuous net-
works to island structures at the late stage of phase separation,
which is in remarkable contrast to other compatibilizers such
as homogeneous nanoparticles and block copolymers. Lastly,
the results presented in this work were compared with the
experimental observations in the literature.

2. MODELS AND METHODS
2.1. DPD Method. In this work, the compatibilization

behavior of asymmetric JPs was studied by using DPD
simulations. This method has been widely adopted to study the
phase separation dynamics of polymer blends because it is
especially suitable for investigating the phase behavior of
complex fluids.52,54,55,57,58 In this method, each bead
represents a lump of atomic (or molecular) matters, which
interacts with one another via a soft repulsion vanishing at the
cutoff distance rc.

51 The interaction strength between the ith
and jth beads is proportional to the interaction parameter aij,
which is larger than 25 if the two beads are of unlike species
and is equal to 25 if they are of identical or compatible species
(see Table 1).55 Reduced units are adopted in the DPD

method, which means that the units of distance, mass, energy,
and time are given by rc, m, kBT, and τ, respectively, where m is
the mass of each bead, kB is the Boltzmann constant, T is the
temperature, and τ is the time unit given by τ = (mrc

2/kBT)
1/2.

More details of the DPD method are available in section 1 of
the Supporting Information.

2.2. Models. The blending system studied in this work is
based on the experiments of Bryson et al., who studied the
morphologies of polystyrene/poly(methyl methacrylate) (PS/
PMMA) blends compatibilized by symmetric JPs.59 The JPs in
their work consist of a polybutadiene (PB) core (3−5 nm)
with several PS and PMMA chains emanating from it.25,59

Figure 1 shows the coarse-grained models of the JPs adopted
in this work. Each particle contains a spherical core of C with
NJA A chains and NJB B chains. The beads of A, B, and C are
denoted by JA, JB, and JC, respectively. The core of the model

Table 1. Interaction Parameters aij between Different
Components

aij A B C

A 25 30−75 30−75
B 25 30−75
C 25

Figure 1. Coarse-grained models of asymmetric JPs with various
compositions of (a) f JA = 0.31, (b) f JA = 0.5, and (c) f JA = 0.69. JA and
JB beads are colored in red and blue, respectively. JC beads connected
with the JA and JB chains are colored in cyan and yellow, respectively.
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particle consists of 26 JC beads that were uniformly packed into
a sphere with radius Rcore = 1.55rc and were restricted to move
as a rigid body. Each JC bead is grafted with a JA block or a JB
block, which was modeled as a freely joining chain containing
Ngraft = 5 beads. Note that the JPs can be considered as sof t
nanoparticles because the JA and JB blocks are flexible chains
and can change their chain conformations during the phase
separation. The asymmetry of the particles was characterized
via the composition f JA, which is given by

f
N

N NJ

J

J JA

A

A B

=
+ (1)

where NJA and NJB are the numbers of JA and JB chains,

respectively. In this work, NJA + NJB was fixed to be 26, and f JA
was varied from 0.09 to 0.91. Two homopolymers of A and B
were considered. They were modeled as freely joining chains of
NHP = 50 beads and were denoted by PA and PB, respectively.
The radius of gyration, Rg, of the homopolymer chains is
around 2.46rc. Note that, if we consider the Rcore to be 5 nm,

then the Rg of PA and PB is around 8 nm, which is comparable
with the Rg (∼9.5 nm) of PS in experiments.25

The interaction parameters between the species A, B, and C
are listed in Table 1. The values of aij between unlike species
were varied in the range 30−75 and are equal to 75 in this
manuscript without special mentions. The volume fractions of
JPs, PA, and PB are denoted by cJP, cPA, and cPB, respectively,
with the cJP fixed to be 0.4, which is much higher than those in
experiments because of the box size effect56 (the average sizes
of the PA and PB domains are comparable with the box size if
cJP is not sufficiently high). We focused on symmetric blends
(cPA = cPB) because their phase separation dynamics in the

absence of additives obeys the well-known spinodal decom-
position (SD) mechanism,60,61 which helps to identify the
effects of JPs during the phase separation of polymer blends.

2.3. Simulation Procedures. We performed the simu-
lations by using HOOMD-blue, which is a general-purpose
particle simulation toolkit optimized for executions on both
GPUs and CPUs.62−64 All of the simulations in this work were
performed in cubic boxes of size L = 80rc, with the periodic

Figure 2. (a−c) Morphology evolution of PA/PB blends compatibilized by JPs with various compositions of (a) f JA = 0.5, (b) f JA = 0.31, and (c) f JA
= 0.08. (d) Distribution ρfw of the wrapping fraction fw at t = 104τ for JPs with various f JA. Insets at the upper right corner show the physical

meaning of fw. (e) Log−log profiles of the average volume V̅(t) of the PA and PB domains calculated at various Nimage values for the JPs with f JA =
0.31. The black arrow denotes the time tb at which the network of PA breaks into dispersed domains.
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boundary condition (PBC) imposed on all of the three
directions. The JPs and homopolymers were initially randomly
placed in the box, with the aij between all species set to be 25.
A preliminary simulation was performed for 5 × 104 time steps
to thoroughly homogenize the system (the length of each time
step is 0.02τ). The unfavorable interactions (Table 1) between
unlike species were instantaneously turned on to trigger the
phase separation process. The simulation then lasted for
another 5 × 105 time steps until the equilibrium state was
achieved.

3. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
3.1. Morphology Evolution of Polymer Blends. We

start with the phase separation dynamics of the polymer blends
compatibilized by symmetric JPs. Figure 2a−c shows the
morphology evolution during phase separation for the PA/PB
blends compatibilized by JPs with various compositions. Here,
the domains rich in PA are colored in red, and the domains rich
in PB are not shown for clarity. The JPs are sketched as spheres
with a JA (cyan) surface region and a JB (yellow) surface region.
The morphologies of the blends become stable at late times (t
≥ 104τ; not shown here for brevity), indicating that the
equilibrium states have been achieved. For the symmetric JPs
with f JA = 0.5 (Figure 2a), after the start of phase separation, PA
and PB gradually separate into bicontinuous networks (t =
102−103τ), and the JPs are distributed at the PA/PB interfaces
with the JA and JB surface regions oriented toward the PA and
PB phases, respectively. At the late stage of phase separation (t
≥ 103τ), the size of the PA/PB domains grows with time, while
the JPs remain exclusively located at the interfaces, which
demonstrates that they can act as efficient compatibilizers.
These observations agree well with the results in the
literature,25,52,55,65 suggesting that the method adopted here
can reasonably reflect the phase behavior of JP-compatibilized
blends.
The morphologies of the symmetric blends compatibilized

by the asymmetric JPs with f JA = 0.31 and f JA = 0.08 are shown
in Figure 2b and c, respectively. As shown in Figure 2b, the
polymers PA and PB first form bicontinuous structures at the
early stage of phase separation (t ≤ 103τ), which is similar to
the systems compatibilized by symmetric JPs. However, we
observed a transition from the bicontinuous network
morphology to the island morphology during the late stage
(103τ ≤ t ≤ 104τ), with PA and PB forming the droplet phase
and the matrix phase, respectively. Note that such a

morphology transition is beyond the predictions of traditional
SD theories, which state that the two components of an SD
system will spontaneously form bicontinuous networks if their
volume fractions and viscosities are both identical. Therefore, a
detailed elaboration of the mechanism underlying the
morphology transition is highly valued.
Moreover, for the JPs with f JA = 0.08 (Figure 2c), we not

only observed a morphology transition from the bicontinuous
network structures to the droplets-in-matrix structures (103τ ≤
t ≤ 5 × 103τ) analogous to the case of f JA = 0.31 (Figure 2b)
but also found obvious detachment of the JPs from the
interfaces at the late stage of phase separation, which indicates
a reduction of the efficiency of JPs. In order to monitor the
efficiency of the JPs with various compositions, we used the
fraction fw of the particle surface wrapped by the PA domains
to characterize the spatial distribution of JPs (see the insets of
Figure 2d). Note that fw > 0 suggests that the particle is located
at the interface, while fw = 0 suggests that it has been detached
from the interface. Figure 2d shows the fraction ρfw of the

particles with corresponding fw at t = 104τ for the JPs with f JA =

0.46, f JA = 0.31, and f JA = 0.08. For the JPs with f JA = 0.08, a

remarkable ρfw peak at fw ≈ 0 can be observed, which indicates
the detachment of JPs from the interfaces. Such a peak at fw ≈
0 is absent for those with f JA = 0.31 and 0.46, confirming that
they can steadily distribute at the interfaces during the late
stage of phase separation. These results corroborate that the
JPs with f JA = 0.31 and f JA = 0.46 can act as efficient

compatibilizers, while the efficiency of the JPs with f JA = 0.08 is
much lower.
In order to clearly characterize the morphology transition

stated above for the asymmetric JPs (e.g., those with f JA =
0.31), we calculated the average volume V̅A (V̅B) of the PA (PB)
domains at various times with the effect of the periodic
boundary condition (PBC) taken into account. Here, V̅ is
given by

V V VdV∫ ρ̅ =
(2)

where ρV is the volume fraction of the domains with
corresponding V. Note that, in this work, the PBC was
imposed on all of the three directions (i.e., x, y, and z), which
means that each system actually contains an infinite number of
identical boxes called images.66 Therefore, when calculating the

Figure 3. (a) Two-dimensional morphology diagram in the space of t and f JA indicating the regions of the bicontinuous network morphology

(denoted by BμE) and the spheres-in-matrix morphology (denoted by S). (b) Dependence of the morphology transition time tb on f JA. The dashed
curve corresponds to the power law noted in the figure.
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values of V̅A and V̅B for each system, we first built up an
expanded box containing Nimage images and then counted the
volume of each domain in the expanded box. As shown in
Figure S1, V̅A (V̅B) is independent of Nimage if PA (PB) forms
dispersed domains but increases with increasing Nimage if PA
(PB) forms continuous networks. This suggests that the
relationship between V̅(t) and Nimage can be used to identify
the morphology of polymer domains at a certain time t. If V̅(t)
is dependent on Nimage, then it can be deduced that continuous
networks are formed; if V̅(t) is independent of Nimage, one can
then assert that the polymer forms dispersed droplets.
Figure 2e shows the log−log profiles of V̅A and V̅B calculated

at various Nimage values for the JPs with f JA = 0.31. The values
of V̅A and V̅B rapidly grow as the phase separation progresses
from t = 102τ to t = 103τ and both increase as Nimage increases
at t ≈ 103τ, reflecting the formation of bicontinuous PA and PB
networks during the phase separation process. After that, V̅A
rapidly drops as the phase separation proceeds and becomes
independent of Nimage at t ≈ 104τ, which indicates the break of
the PA networks into dispersed domains. Meanwhile, V̅B still
depends on Nimage, which is consistent with the formation of
the PB matrix. The time (denoted by tb) corresponding to the
maximum decreasing rate of V̅A is thus regarded as the
boundary between the bicontinuous networks regime and the
island morphology regime (tb ≈ 4 × 103τ in this case).
Based on the above method for identifying morphology

transition times, we further built a two-dimensional diagram in
the space of f JA and t to indicate the influence of asymmetric
JPs on the morphology evolution of polymer blends during the
phase separation process (Figure 3a). Note that the BμE
(bicontinuous micro-emulsion) region corresponds to the
bicontinuous network morphology, while the S region
corresponds to the spheres-in-matrix morphology. It can be
viewed from Figure 3a that the boundary between these two
regions shifts toward the earlier times as f JA decreases, and the

morphology transition times tb at different f JA lie at the
identical straight line in Figure 3a, which implies that log(tb) is
linearly related with f JA (note that Figure 3a is plotted in the
single-log style). Based on the above observation, we plotted in
Figure 3b the profile of tb vs f JA for asymmetric JPs with f JA ≤
0.4 and fit the tb−f JA relationship with the following power law

t A f(0.5 )J
B

b
A

= −
(3)

where A and B are two fitting parameters (A ≈ 501 and B ≈
−1.2 in this work). We expect that the above tb−f J A
relationship is of considerable technological relevance. For
the polymer-blend-based nanocomposites compatibilized by
asymmetric JPs, one can first identify the values of the fitting
parameters A and B and then control the morphologies of the
materials by intentionally terminating the phase separation
process before or after the transition time via liquid−solid
approaches like crystallization or chemical cross-linking.67,68 By
this means, materials with tailor-made structures (e.g., island
structures or bicontinuous network structures) can be designed
and prepared.
In order to check the versatility of the above method, we

varied the interaction parameters (i.e., aAB, aAC, and aBC) from
30 to 75 (note that we fixed aAB = aBC = aAC) and examined
the phase separation dynamics of the JP-compatibilized blends.
Here, the value of the interaction parameter a is proportional

to the magnitude of the repulsive interactions between two
neighbor DPD beads; therefore, a higher (or lower) value of
aAB means stronger (or weaker) incompatibility between the
components A and B (aBC and aAC similarly). Figure S2 shows
the equilibrium morphologies at various aAB values for the JPs
with f JA = 0.31. It can be viewed that the JPs effectively
compatibilize the systems when aAB is as low as 30, indicating
that the above morphology-controlling method not only
applies to the polymers with strong unlike interactions (e.g.,
aAB = 75) but also to the polymers whose unlike interactions
are weaker (e.g., aAB = 30).

3.2. Mechanisms Underlying the Morphology Tran-
sitions. In subsection 3.1, it is shown that the blends
compatibilized by the symmetric JPs with f JA = 0.5 show
bicontinuous morphologies at the late stage of phase
separation. This agrees well with the theories of the SD
mechanism, which state that the two immiscible components
spontaneously form bicontinuous structures if their viscosities
and volume fractions are both identical. However, the blends
compatibilized by the asymmetric JPs with f JA = 0.31 and f JA =
0.08 exhibit morphology transitions from bicontinuous net-
works to spheres-in-matrix structures, which is beyond the SD
mechanism. Therefore, an in-depth elaboration of the
underlying mechanism is required.
We first clarify at which time the interfacial jamming occurs

because this is the prerequisite of obtaining equilibrium
morphologies.40 Figure 4 shows the profiles of the normalized

PA−PB contact probability PPA−PB
(t)/PPA−PB(0) for the JPs with

various f JA. Note that PPA−PB(t)/PPA−PB(0) = 0 suggests that the
interface is completely covered by the JPs (interfacial
jamming), while PPA−PB(t)/PPA−PB(0) > 0 suggests that there
are interstices between the particles (see the insets of Figure
4). As shown in Figure 4, PPA−PB

(t)/PPA−PB
(0) steadily

decreases and vanishes at t ≈ 103τ, which marks the occurrence

Figure 4. Normalized PA−PB contact probability PPA−PB(t)/PPA−PB(0)
for JPs with various f JA. Morphology transition times are indicated by
filled symbols. The inset on the left side shows a PA/PB interface
totally covered by JPs (interfacial jamming). The inset on the right
side shows an interface where the PA and PB beads can interact with
each other through the interstices (denoted by white arrows) between
particles.
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of interfacial jamming. Note that the occurrence of interfacial
jamming is before the morphology transitions (see Figure 3),
suggesting that the unfavorable interactions between PA and PB
do not play a determinant role in the morphology transitions.
Since the morphology transition follows the full coverage of

the PA/PB interfaces by the JPs for all systems, we anticipate
that the morphology transitions observed for asymmetric JPs
may be driven by the interfacial energy of the JPs. According to
Hirose et al., the adsorption energy EJP of a JP with radius RJP
located at a droplet with radius Rdrop is given by69
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where σmn is the interfacial tension between the components m
and n (m, n = PA, PB, JA, JB), σ = (σPAJA + σPBJB)/σPAJB and σ′ =
(σPAJA − σPBJB)/σPAPB

are two scaled interfacial tensions, pPA and

pPB are the pressures of the PA and PB phases, respectively, θ is
the contact angle measured across the PA phase, α is the
composition angle (see Figure 5a), ε is a dimensionless
curvature given by

R

R
JP

drop
ε =

(5)

[note that ε = 0 if the interface is flat (Figure 5b) and ε > 0 (ε
< 0) if the interface is bent toward the PA (PB) phase (Figure
5a and c)], and g(θ, ε) is the dimensionless interfacial energy.
Specifically, g(θ, ε) adopts the following form
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for θan ≤ θ ≤ π (case A), and
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for 0 ≤ θ ≤ θan (case B), where γA = (σPAJA − σPBJA)/σPAPB and γB
= (σPAJB − σPBJB)/σPAPB are two normalized interfacial tensions,
ω is the central angle defined in Figure 5a, and θan is the
contact angle corresponding to the anchoring position (i.e., the
position at which the boundary between the JA and JB surface
regions coincides with the PA/PB interface). (Details of g(θ, ε)
are available in section 4 of the Supporting Information.) Parts
d−f of Figure 5 show the values of g(θ, ε) at 0 ≤ θ ≤ π and −1
≤ ε ≤ 1 for the JPs with f JA = 0.46, f JA = 0.5, and f JA = 0.69,

respectively. For the asymmetric JPs with f JA = 0.46 and f JA =
0.69, we found remarkable depressions in the g(θ, ε) profiles at
the positive and negative ε regions, respectively, which suggests
that the PA-droplets-in-PB-matrix and the PB-droplets-in-PA-
matrix morphologies are energetically preferred for those JPs,
respectively. In comparison, for the JPs with f JA = 0.5, we
identified a minimum in g(θ, ε) at θ = π/2 and ε = 0,
indicating that the droplets-in-matrix morphology is unfavor-
able for them. These observations agree well with the
equilibrium morphologies of the blends (see the graphs in
the upper right corners of Figure 5d−f).

Figure 5. (a−c) Schematic illustration of three JPs with various compositions located at the PA/PB interfaces with various curvatures: (a) f JA = 0.31

and ε > 0, (b) f JA = 0.5 and ε = 0, and (c) f JA = 0.69 and ε < 0. JA and JB parts are colored in cyan and yellow, respectively. PA/PB interfaces are

colored in red. (d−f) Dimensionless interfacial energy g(θ, ε) at 0 ≤ θ ≤ 2π and −1 ≤ ε ≤ 1 for JPs with various compositions of (d) f JA = 0.31, (e)

f JA = 0.5, and (f) f JA = 0.69. The graphs in the upper right corners show the blend morphologies at equilibrium. The black arrow in panel e indicates
the minimum value of g(θ, ε).
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Although the theory of Hirose et al. correctly predicts the
equilibrium morphologies of the JP-compatibilized blends, it is
difficult to use this theory to explain the morphology
transitions during phase separation (Figure 2b,c) because it
is difficult to get the values of Rdrop and ε if both PA and PB
form continuous networks. Therefore, we improved the theory
of Hirose et al. by using the mean curvature H instead of ε
when calculating the interfacial energies of the JPs during
phase separation. Here, H is defined by

H
2

1 2κ κ
=

+
(8)

where κ1 and κ2 are the two principal curvatures. H is formally
related with ε by ε = RJPH, which means that H > 0 (H < 0) if
the interface is locally bent toward the JA (JB) surface region
and H = 0 if the interface is locally flat (details of κ1 and κ2 are
available in section 5 of the Supporting Information).
Parts a−f of Figure 6 show the distributions ρH of the mean

curvature H for the PA/PB interfaces surrounding the JPs with
various f JA at t = 103τ (Figure 6a−c) and t = 104τ (Figure 6d−
f) (ρH is the fraction of the interfaces with corresponding H).
For the JPs with f JA = 0.31, a large fraction of interfaces shows
H ≈ 0 (Figure 6a), which is consistent with the bicontinuous
morphology at t = 103τ (see Figure 2e). The position of the ρH
peak shifts toward the positive H region as the phase
separation progresses from t = 103τ to t = 104τ (Figure 6d),

and the value of ⟨H⟩ increases from 0.032 to 0.063, which
correctly reflects the breakage of the PA networks. Interestingly,
such a shift in ρH actually leads to a decrease in ⟨geq(ε)⟩ from
−2.54 to −2.63, corroborating that the PA-droplets-in-PB-
matrix morphology is energetically more preferred than the
bicontinuous network morphology (note that geq is the
equilibrium interfacial energy; see eqs S14−S17 of the
Supporting Information for details). Such a trend can also be
observed for the JPs with f JA = 0.69 (compare Figure 6c with
Figure 6f), as the dispersion of the PB droplets in the PA matrix
(see Figure 5f) leads to a shift of the ρH peak position from H
≈ 0 to the negative H region and simultaneously a decrease in
⟨geq(ε)⟩ from −2.52 to −2.64. Lastly, for the blends
compatibilized by symmetric JPs, the ρH peak position remains
at H ≈ 0 and the value of ⟨H⟩ is stable (Figure 6b and e),
confirming that the bicontinuous networks of PA and PB evolve
steadily at the late stage of phase separation. Meanwhile, the
value of ⟨geq(ε)⟩ keeps at a low level (∼−2.82), revealing that
the bicontinuous network morphology is energetically
favorable for the symmetric JPs.
The emerging physical picture based on the results shown in

Figure 6a−f is as follows. For the JP-compatibilized blends, PA
and PB initially phase separate via the SD mechanism and form
bicontinuous structures at the early times of phase separation.
For the symmetric JPs, such bicontinuous networks grow
steadily at the late stages of phase separation, as they are

Figure 6. (a−f) Distribution ρH at t = 103τ (the upper row) and t = 104τ (the lower row) of the mean curvature H for PA/PB interfaces surrounding
JPs with various compositions of (a, d) f JA = 0.31, (b, e) f JA = 0.5, and (c, f) f JA = 0.69. H = 0 is denoted by a vertical segment in each figure.
Ensemble averages of the mean curvature H and the equilibrium interfacial energy geq(ε) are denoted. (g) Schematic illustration of the mechanism
underlying the breakage of the PA networks for the JPs with f JA = 0.31. Graphs at the upper right corners schematically show the typical shapes of
interfaces surrounding JPs.
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energetically favorable. In contrast, for the asymmetric JPs, the
shape of the interfaces between the PA and PB networks
(corresponding to H ≈ 0) mismatches with the energetically
favored shapes (corresponding to H > 0 or H < 0), which
results in the breakage of the PA (or PB) networks at the late
stage of phase separation to lower the interfacial energy of the
JPs (Figure 6g). Therefore, spherical phases are formed when
the asymmetric JPs are incorporated.
3.3. Compatibilization Efficiency of Asymmetric JPs.

In subsections 3.1 and 3.2, it is shown that the asymmetric JPs
can act as effective morphology modifiers for polymer blends.
However, they may desorb from the interfaces and form
aggregates in the matrix if the fraction of the minor JP surface
region is markedly low (e.g., f JA = 0.08), which indicates a
reduction of the compatibilization efficiency (Figure 2d). In
this subsection, the influence of the composition of the JPs on
their compatibilization efficiency is characterized, and the
underlying mechanism is elaborated.
Figure 7a shows the fraction ρd of the detached JPs (i.e., the

JPs with fw = 0) at various times for the blends compatibilized
by the asymmetric JPs with various compositions. Only the JPs
with f JA < 0.2 show remarkable detachment behavior, which is
manifested by the notable increase in ρd at late times. The
influence of f JA on the maximum desorption rate (dρd/dt)max is
shown in Figure 7b (note that the times tmax corresponding to
(dρd/dt)max are denoted by filled symbols in Figure 7a). The
value of (dρd/dt)max dramatically decreases as f JA increases

from 0.05 to 0.2, suggesting that the JPs with f JA > 0.2 can act
as efficient compatibilizers. We further analyzed the desorption
rate constant kd by the following equation

t
k

d

d
JPd

d inter
ρ

= [ ]
(9)

where [JP]inter = nJP(1 − ρd) is the molar concentration of the
JPs at interfaces and nJP is the number density of JPs in each
box, which is a constant in the present work. Figure 7b shows
the influence of f JA on the scaled desorption rate constant kd/
nJP at t = tmax for the JPs with various compositions. Similar to
(dρd/dt)max, the value of kd/nJP gradually vanishes as f JA
increases from ∼0.2 to ∼0.3, confirming the higher efficiency
of the asymmetric JPs with f JA > 0.2. These results agree well
with the morphology evolution of the blends compatibilized by
the asymmetric JPs (Figure 2).
In order to explain why the efficiency of JPs rises as the f JA

increases from 0.08 to 0.2, we schematically illustrate in Figure
7c the desorption path for the asymmetric JPs. Here, position 1
corresponds to the equilibrium position of the particle. During
the desorption process, the contact angle θ gradually decreases
from the equilibrium angle θeq to 0 (position 2), and the
interfacial energy g(θ, ε) increases accordingly. The difference
in g(θ, ε) is treated as the activation energy Ea of the
desorption process (denoted in Figure 7c). Lastly, position 3
corresponds to the JPs in the aggregates. Because the radii of
the JP aggregates are much smaller than the average size of the

Figure 7. (a) Desorption fraction ρd for JPs with various f JA. Insets show the morphologies of the blend compatibilized by the JPs with f JA = 0.08 at
earlier and later times. Times corresponding to maximum desorption rates (dρd/dt)max are indicated by filled symbols. (b) Dependence of (dρd/
dt)max and the scaled desorption rate constant kd/nJP on f JA. The insets show the blend morphologies at t = 2000τ for the JPs with f JA = 0.08 and the

JPs with f JA = 0.31. (c) Schematic illustration of the desorption mechanism for the JPs with f JA = 0.08. Domains rich in PA are colored in red.
Domains rich in PB are not shown for clarity. JA and JB surface regions are colored in red and yellow, respectively. Ea denotes the activation energy
of the desorption process. (d) Ensemble averages of the desorption activation energy Ea and the normalized desorption rate constant kd/A (noted
in eq 8) at t = tmax for JPs with various f JA.
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PA domains, the interfacial energies of the JPs in the aggregates
are much lower than those at the PA/PB interfaces, which
drives the detachment of particles.
Based on the above physical picture, the values of Ea at t =

tmax were calculated for the JPs with various f JA (blue rectangles

in Figure 7d). The value of Ea increases with increasing f JA,
indicating stronger adsorption strengths for the JPs with larger
minor surface regions. Also plotted in Figure 7d is the
normalized desorption rate constant kd/A (red circles) which is
obtained by

k Ae E k T
d

/a B= −
(10)

where A is the so-called frequency constant. It can be viewed
that the shape of the kd/A profile is quite similar to that of the
kd/nJP profile (Figure 7b), which is consistent with the physical
meaning of kd noted in eq 9. These observations lead us to
deduce that the efficiency of the asymmetric JPs closely
depends on their compositions because the desorption
activation energy is determined by the fraction of the minor
JP surface regions.
3.4. Discussion. Over the past few years, Janus nano-

particles have been utilized by many researchers as high-
performance compatibilizers for technologically relevant
systems.27,28,37,39,70−73 So far, most works focused on the
compatibilization behavior of symmetric JPs in blending
systems, while much less attention has been paid to their
asymmetric counterparts. In the present work, the influence of
asymmetric JPs on the morphology evolution of symmetric
polymer blends during phase separation was studied. We
expect that the results presented here not only shed light upon
the phase separation dynamics of JP-compatibilized blends but
also offer useful guidance for the design of materials with
tailor-made morphologies. For example, incorporating spher-
ical droplets of polymers with high impact or tensile strengths
is a common strategy for toughening fragile plastics.74,75 In this
case, the system often shows an optimum average droplet size
at which the optimized mechanical properties can be
achieved.76 In this work, we found that the asymmetric JPs
have nontrivial influences on the curvature of droplets, which is
inversely proportional to the droplet radius. Therefore, one
may incorporate asymmetric JPs with various compositions
into blending systems to tune the average size of the dispersed
domains so that materials with the optimum domain size can
be obtained.
As stated in the Models and Methods section, the models of

JPs and homopolymers are based on the experiments of Bryson
et al., who used star-like JPs containing a spherical core of
cross-linked PB and two equally sized PS and PMMA
hemispheres to compatibilize PS/PMMA blends. In their
work, such SBM JPs can facilitate the blends to form
bicontinuous PS and PMMA networks when the weight
fractions of PS and PMMA are comparable with one another,
and the JPs were exclusively located at the PS/PMMA
interfaces, with the two opposite hemispheres in contact with
their liked polymer phases. These observations are in good
agreement with the results from our simulations, as shown in
Figure 2a. However, the JPs in the experiments of Bryson et al.
have symmetric structures, while the behavior of asymmetric
JPs during the phase separation of polymer blends is still
unclear. In comparison, the behavior of asymmetric JPs was
studied in the present work, and the underlying mechanism
was also elaborated, which can provide useful guidance for

future experimental works concerning the morphologies of
polymer blends compatibilized by asymmetric JPs.
We noticed that You et al. have also studied the influence of

asymmetric JPs on the morphologies of polymer blends.40

Specifically, they studied the morphologies after the mixing
and extrusion processes for the PLA/PC blends, which can
undergo a morphological transition from island structures to
bicontinuous networks as the weight fraction of PC increases
from 0 to 20%. They observed that the presence of asymmetric
snowman-like JPs could lower the weight fraction of PC
corresponding to the morphology transition, which is due to
the influence of asymmetric JPs on the curvatures of PC/PLA
interfaces. However, there are some remarkable differences
between the work of You et al. and the present work. For
example, You et al. did not consider the phase separation
dynamics of the blends compatibilized by JPs, whereas our
work was mainly focused on the morphology evolution during
phase separation. Moreover, the systems studied by You et al.
are asymmetric blends wherein the weight fraction of PC is
much smaller than that of PLA, while the blends studied in this
work are actually symmetric blends where the volume fractions
of the two homopolymers are identical. Nevertheless, both the
present work and the work of You et al. demonstrated that the
asymmetric JPs could act as effective morphology modifiers for
polymer blends, which is insightful for future applications.
Lastly, a comparison between the compatibilization

behaviors of the JPs and the block copolymers is made.
Copolymers, such as block,42 graft,43 random,77 gradient,78 and
protein-like copolymers,79 etc., are well-known compatibilizers
for polymer blends, and block copolymers are the most widely
adopted among them.19,20,77 Figure S3 shows the morphology
evolution of the polymer blends compatibilized by triblock
copolymers (TCPs) with various compositions. It can be
viewed that the composition of the TCPs hardly influences the
morphology evolution of the blends; that is, PA and PB both
form continuous networks no matter how the composition of
the TCPs is varied. Specifically, Figure S3b and Figure S3d
show the profiles of V̅A(t) for the TCPs and JPs with various
compositions, respectively. For the systems compatibilized by
the asymmetric JPs with f JA = 0.31 and f JA = 0.38, the
remarkable drop of the V̅A(t) values at the late times indicates
the morphology transition from the bicontinuous network
structures to the droplets-in-matrix structures. However, such a
drop is absent for the systems compatibilized by the TCPs,
which confirms that the asymmetric TCPs cannot induce the
morphology transitions like the JPs. Such a difference can be
attributed to the fact that the TCPs lack the combination of
the particulate nature with the chemical asymmetry like JPs. As
a result, they cannot drive the continuous PA networks to break
into dispersed domains at the late stage of phase separation.
Similar to TCPs, other compatibilizers, such as homogeneous
nanoparticles and diblock copolymers, also lack the combina-
tion of the particulate nature with the chemical asymmetry of
JPs. Therefore, it is expected that the mechanisms discovered
in this work are unique features of the JP-compatibilized
systems.

4. CONCLUSION

In the present work, phase separation dynamics of symmetric
polymer blends compatibilized by Janus nanoparticles (JPs)
with various compositions was studied by using DPD
simulations, and the mechanism underlying the roles of
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asymmetric JPs during phase separation is elaborated for the
first time. It was found that the morphology evolution of
polymer blends during phase separation is significantly
influenced by the composition of JPs. For the blends
compatibilized by the symmetric JPs, the two polymers form
bicontinuous networks, which steadily grow at the late stage of
phase separation. In contrast, for those compatibilized by the
asymmetric JPs, a morphology transition from bicontinuous
networks to spheres-in-matrix structures occurs so that the
interfacial energies of JPs can be lowered. In comparison to
JPs, block copolymers lack the particulate nature of JPs and are
less effective in tuning the blend morphologies. Furthermore,
the activation energy of the desorption process decreases as the
fraction of the minor surface region of JPs decreases. As a
consequence, the JPs would desorb from the interfaces and
form aggregates in the matrix if the size difference of the two
JP surface regions is higher than a critical value.
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